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stocks are however great. Yuki uses only suffixes, Porno employs

prefixes and suffixes. Porno not only possesses whole classes of

affixes that have no parallels in Yuki, such as verbal instru-

mentals, but uses its affixes with wider and at the same time

more concrete meaning than the majority of comparatively vague

Yuki suffixes possess. Special features of Pomo, such as a sex

gender, are lacking in Yuki. The nature and employment of

demonstratives are very different. On the whole the two

languages have but few points of structure in common^ other

than such as are of a general Central Califomian character.

Porno often shows an unexpected richness of structural

development. Thus the noun, where we should perhaps first

look for it, is ordinarily without any designation of plurality.

But a few substantives denoting persons show different stems for

the plural. Several others possess a plural formed by a suffix -a.

A considerable number of verbs have different stems in singular

and plural. Several pairs of very frequently used suffixes of

\ erbs (express respectively the singular and the plural of the

subject. Eelatives by marriage are addressed in the plural as a

sign of respect—a trait found also in the nearby southern

Athabascan languages by Dr. Goddard.*^ The plural is also

(expressed in animate nouns by the xise of certain demonstratives.

The pronouns show plural forms. Altogether the expression of

plurality is much more developed than might at first sight

appear, or than is the case in Yuki, where nouns are better

provided with suffixes of plurality. A similar condition exists

in regard to the expression of other grammatical ideas.

PHONETICS.

The phonetics of Porno are simple in that the language con-

tains no sounds that are obscure or that do not oecur in a con-

siderable proportion of the languages of mankind, and in that

tlie sounds are little modified by such processes as composition

and suffixation. There are no combinations of more than two

consonants, and even these quite clearly do not appear in stems.

46 p. E. Goddard, Kato Texts, present series, V, 143, 1909. See also
E. Sapir, Yana Texts, ibid., IX, 101, note 150, 1910.
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Dr. Barrett has discussed the phonetics of all the Porno

dialects. Certain differences between his statements and those

made here are explained by the fact that only one dialect is here

presented. Other differences are individual, the result of two

independent inquiries, neither of them final, and of slightly

divergent orthographies. While Dr. Barrett's renderings are

probably more correct, they could have been substituted for the

author's only in part; for the sake of consistency it has there-

fore been necessary in the present account to retain the forms

originally written by the author.

The vowels of the Eastern dialect are a, e, i, o, u; e and o

being open. The vowels are sometimes short and obscure; never

nasalized, strongly aspirated, or organically of doubtful quality.

The most frequent vowel is a, next i. The proportionate

occurrences are a 40, i 25, e 15, u 10, o 5, ai 5 times. It will be

seen that front vowels are more common than back, and i and u

than e and o.

The consonants include series corresponding to p, t, tc

(English ch), k, and q (velar). The p, t, and tc series include

surd, sonant, nasal except of course for tc, and the stressed or

fortis surd represented by a following apostrophe. The k series

comprises surd, sonant, and fortis, lacks the nasal, but includes

both surd and sonant fricative, x and g\ the latter an ortho-

graphy that has but little justification but which it has seemed

best to retain for the sake of consistency and because no more

appropriate character is included in the available facilities for

printing. The same sounds were written in the q series: q, G,

q', X, g'
; but it is doubtful whether all actually occur. A t-

like Yuki palatal t-, almost intermediate in sound between t and

tc, also d- and t-\ were occasionally heard and written, but must

as yet be regarded as doubtful. Ts and dz were also heard, but

they may be only tc and dj. S and c (sh) bear the relation

usual in Indian languages. Their sonants j and z were written,

but are denied by Mr. Barrett. R is trilled and sometimes

related to t. Ordinary 1 calls for no comment; I is surd 1, not

affricative, and is Dr. Barrett's L. Y, w, and h occur; and two

sounds written hy and hr seem to represent simple sounds, either
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distinct or only occasional modifications of initial y and r ; com-

pare If originally written hi and xL

Sonant stops were not heard finally; surds between vowels

were frequently heard as sonants : mib-al for mip-al, beg-ibax

for bek-ibax. These phenomena may partly be due to Indo-

European apperception, but they seem to have some Porno

foundation, as mit becomes mir-al, evidenfiy for mid-al. Dr.

Barrett also writes no final g, d, or b.

Words most frequently begin with consonants. Three words

out of four end in a v^>jel, which may be taken also as the

proportion in stems, This fact alone accounts for much trans-

parence of woj(J structure. At least k, tc, t, p, n, m, x, 1, r occur

finally.

Tjfrere is no system of vowel mutations, but the vowel of a

suffis is sometimes assimilated to that of the stem, especially in

verbs. Thus -hiba, preterite, becomes diko-hoba, garma-haba,

kuhvhuba, G*ane-heba.

Tji, eye, becomes yu-xa, eye-water, tears

The accent of words is rather well marked. In nouns it fre-

queiitly falls on the last syllable : balai', blood, qala'l, liver, cima',

ear, xawa's, chin, masa'n, terrible, musu', hair. This would be

imp()ssible in Yuki. In verbs the accent is generally on the stem

syllable, irrespective of the number of affixes.

GRAMMATICAL METHODS.

Internal modifications of stems do not occur as an expression

of ^ammatical form. Reduplication is either etymological or

confined to a few parts of speech, such as verbs, in which it

expi'esses repetition or continuation. Position is pretty well

fixed, the verb coming last, the object after the subject, a pos-

sessive noun, adverb, or subordinate clause before its grammatical

regent. The principal means of grammatical expression is, as

in most languages, affixation. Infixes have not been found;

suflSxes are more numerous than prefixes, but in the verb the

latter are both frequent and important. About seventy-five

affixes have been determined. Of these a third are verbal prefixes

and a third verbal suffixes.


